Your Complete Guide
To
Window Shutters

About Us
Feather & Grey Interiors are a familyrun business with over 15 years
experience in the carpentry industry.
Our team have worked for some of
the biggest window styling companies
in the country and created Feather &
Grey Interiors to combine expertise
in the field with high-end
craftsmanship to give customers a
truly great product paired with
unbeatable customer service.

Our Ethos
We only offer our customers
products we would be proud to
showcase in our own homes, which
is why we exclusively supply FSCcertified solid hardwood shutters
(and uPVC for moisture-rich
environments).
We pride ourselves in a no hardsell approach, no high-low pricing
strategies and a customer-centric
focus, offering expert advice and
guidance to ensure our customers
are 100% happy.

Introduction to Shutters
Over the last couple of years, window shutters have grown in popularity. Their
timeless, elegant style partnered with their versatility means they are the perfect
window styling for almost any window in any home.
We also supply a range of colours and finishes to suit your home decor; from
traditional white to natural wood to beautiful pastel shades, there is plenty of
choice to find the perfect look.
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Shutter Styles

Full Height

Tier on Tier

Cafe-style

Full height shutters cover
the entirety of the
window. The operation of
the louvres can be split or
dividers added for
versatility of privacy and
light.

Tier on tier shutters have
independent panels top
and bottom that are able
to operate separately,
giving you flexibility on
privacy and light.

Cafe height shutters
typically cover the bottom
section of your windows,
allowing for maximum
light, whilst at the same
time giving you privacy on
the bottom. .

Tracked

Shaped

Solid Panel

Tracked shutters are great
for large windows such as
patio or bifold doors,
sliding on track and
allowing quick and easy
access through your doors.

Shaped shutters are
perfect for ornate
windows and doors. These
include circles, arches,
triangles, ovals and many
more.

Solid panel shutters are a
solid wooden panel
covering the entirety of
the window. Typically
used in bedrooms where
maximum light restriction
is needed.

Our Materials
Solid Hardwood
We have sourced the best
quality solid hardwood for our
shutters to ensure we are giving
our customers the most superior
product on the market. Skilfully
crafted, built to last and expertly
installed, our shutters are
designed to be the perfect
addition to your home.
Sustainably sourced and FSCcertified, the sourcing of our
solid hardwood is also kind to
the environment.

UPVC
Specifically designed for moisturerich environments such as
kitchens, bathrooms and wetrooms, our sustainably sourced
uPVC shutters are completely
waterproof and the perfect
solution for these rooms.
We can match the design and
colour to your other solid
hardwood shutters to ensure a
seamless look throughout your
home.

Personalise for your home
Louvre size
Choosing your louvres is a personal choice and will
usually depend on the size of your windows and the
overall look you wish to achieve.
Our louvres come in 47mm, 63mm, 76mm, 89mm
and 114mm.

Hinges
Hinges are aesthetically an important element. We
have a range of hinge colour options to choose from
to match your interiors.
We also offer a hidden hinge option which means
that your hinges are not visible. A popular option if
you want a completely smooth finish.

Mechanism
We do a range of different mechanism options to
help operate your shutters. These are:
Hidden mechanism
Clearview
Tilt rod
Off-centre tilt rod

Colours
Colour Collection
Faded Grey

Little Blue

Soot

Shadowed

Ash White

Soft Lime

Worn Paper

Faint Sky

Off Mortar

Swiss Coffee

Vivid White

Pearl

Lexicon

Alabaster

Whisper White

Antique White

Olive Green Urban Grey

White
Rope

Parisienne

Chalk

Wood Stains
Baltic

Red Wood

Walnut

Dark Cedar

Limed White

Natural

Bark

Light Cedar

Branch

Teak

Oak

White Wash

Custom Colour Match
If you are looking for a bespoke colour
to match your interior design, we can
create your shutters to match perfectly.

Our design consultations
Our in-home design consultations are designed to leave our customers feeling
knowledgable and inspired.
We can talk you through your options and offer you guidance and advice on what
style would complement your lifestyle and interior design.
Contact us by phone, email or completing our online contact form and we will call
you back.

